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4TASK MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Move your business in the right direction by setting and tracking comprehensive goals for all personnel and departments.
With task management tools including delegation, deadlines, recurrence, reminders, progress indicators, and more, TASKEN is helping teams of all sizes manage task 

lists and get more done in a single easy-to-use online workspace. Whether you are measuring organizational performance, objectives and metrics, goals, risks, financial 

resources, projects, or plans, corporate can enable you to deliver the full story. A solution from OPUS SOLUTION Co. Ltd.
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5DELEGATE

Create detailed tasks and assign them to
fellow team members. Add participants with
assignee and supporters, deadlines,
reminders, subtasks, and more.

Forget pinging them for status updates. Simply
look for the visual indicators showing
percentage complete.
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6COLLABORATE

Attach conversations to specific tasks. Update
progress, share task lists alongside files, pictures,
videos, spreadsheets and more.

Watch coworkers edit documents and make
progress in real time. Keep conversation update
via email and mobile devices
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7MONITOR

Monitor progress on tasks with overviews on
individuals, departments, teams, and projects.
Or get a global overview of all tasks visible to
you.

Jump into conversations with the team about
task progress, potential roadblocks, and
completions.
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8MEET DEADLINES

Keep the team aware of shifting due dates,
upcoming milestones, and overdue deliverables
with global, team, and project calendar views.

Sync calendar of tasks, targets, projects
progress on multiple mobile devices as well as
QR code mobile device sync method to keep
commitment of work
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9TASKEN EOFFICE MISSION 

INFORMATION INTEGRATED,  DATA ANALYSIS ,  FASTEN

DECIS ION,  OPERATIONAL EFF ICIENCY
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11TASKEN for DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Tasken eOffice solution support company 

move forward transformation

❖ Data and Process were designed 

centralized and consistency with 

Microsoft platform working environment 

❖ Cloud solution strategy with Microsoft cloud 

platform with Office365, SharePoint, Azure,…

❖ Information Architecture supported and 

planned across enterprise solutions

❖ MFA Security as well as ISO 9001:2015 & 

GDPR compliance

❖ Office 365 ecosystem enhanced and 

external system integration

❖ Azure AI & IoT platform supported
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12Single Sign On

authentication through only 1 company account 

system along with digital signature, ensures security.

Easy tracking

data files, requests, tasks,… can be searched by 

keywork in one single place

Employee engagement gamification

the employee results that offers points, status, and 

rewards as they improve the skills, goals, or objectives 

the company is trying to meet in digital environment

Transparency

audit/movement of trail of requests is transparent.

Professional knowledge

enterprise data is turned to record management 

knowledge and available for new employee learn to 

start and help themselves

For Employees
Benefits of TASKEN
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Get organized

meetings, email, calendar and contacts are all 

synchronized to work together, automatically updated 

across all devices and working everywhere

Decision marking

effectively analyze data discover useful information, 

suggest conclusion and support enhanced decision 

making.

Reminds & assistance

with regard to pendency of designated category of 

tasks, approvers get regular AI alerts, reminders & 

automation process rules.

Recognize and predictable

output of eOffice is measurable by KPIs and metrics that 

allow leaders predict & drive into business performance 

For Leaders
Benefits of TASKEN
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Quality

streamline business process, ensures that every 

action is performed identically – resulting in high 

quality, reliable results

Consistency

apply inherit rule and automation process to all level 

of service to your business

Time saving

empower productivity and mobility, decrease 80% 

operation time of approval process

Metric Visibility

tracking the progress with status and measure 

performance of your workforce

For Company
Benefits of TASKEN
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16Company Information Architecture

Information Architecture design
Organization chart and Responsibility
Internal process standardization
Result objective evaluation and KPIs
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17Task Central Repository 

Having a central location to collect, store, and
report KPI data makes it much easier to
manage metrics that are unified around a
strategy map. Summarizing and focusing the
detailed data that you deal with every day into
something that’s coherent for management
helps to help ensure synergy and attainment of
corporate goals.
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18Elimination of Departmental Barriers

Regardless of the specific performance criteria
that is central to your immediate or long-term
business goal, each key performance indicator
should be structured so it connects to the duties
of everyone at the company and, as such,
eliminates departmental barriers.
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19Closed-Loop Process

Effective score carding and exception
management are powerful catalysts for making
the need for change visible and the opportunity
for improvement clear, helping to close the loop
in the performance management cycle and to
replace the “blame culture” that often sprouts
when areas of low performance are revealed.
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20Performance Measurement

Within the dashboard, KPIs are presented in a
manner that gives executives enhanced
analytical insights, showing not only the current
levels of performance against each KPI, but
providing the capabilities to create “what-if”
scenarios and exception reports which are
immensely helpful in giving vital information to
executives to initiate necessary corrective (or
proactive) actions.
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23Inspired eOffice Portal
Improve workspace with company branding culture passion
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Contact US
Email: info@o365.vn or support@tasken.io

Call: +84.98 808 7074

For more information, please visit https://tasken.io/

mailto:info@o365.vn
mailto:support@tasken.io
https://tasken.io/

